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Abstract
Commonsense question answering (CQA) gen-001
erally means that the machine use the mastered002
commonsense to answer questions without rel-003
evant background material, which is a challeng-004
ing task in natural language processing. Many005
prior methods mainly retrieve question related006
evidences from the structured knowledge base007
as the background material of the question,008
while the extracted evidence is generally de-009
scribed through the entities and the relationship010
between the entities, making it difficult for the011
machine to understand the meaning of the ev-012
idence completely. In this paper, we integrate013
the paraphrase in WordNet and Wiktionary into014
the evidence extraction process and machine015
reading comprehension (MRC) model, and pro-016
pose a context-paraphrase enhanced common-017
sense question answering method. Specifi-018
cally, the context-paraphrase obtained by Word-019
Net and Wiktionary is first incorporated into020
the construction process of the heterogeneous021
graph, and the question related triple is ex-022
tracted based on the heterogeneous graph, the023
triple is converted to triple-text based on a re-024
lational template. Then, the triple-text is used025
as the context of the question to establish an as-026
sociation graph containing the relationship be-027
tween the context entities and the paraphrases.028
We further integrate the association graph into029
the MRC model to better guide the model to030
answer. Experimental results on Common-031
senseQA and OpenBookQA show that context-032
paraphrase is effective in improving the answer033
accuracy of the MRC model.034

1 Introduction035

Over the past few years, with the advent of large-036

scale pre-trained language models (PTLMs)(Devlin037

et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Lan et al., 2020), MRC038

tasks have remarkably progressed, surpassing hu-039

man levels on multiple MRC tasks. Howover, the040

PTLMs still have a substantial gap with humans041

in MRC tasks that require commonsense knowl-042

edge despite achieving good results in some tasks.043

Humans can use their commonsense knowledge in 044

temporal, science, and society to help them under- 045

stand the meaning of natural language according 046

to practical situations. For example, if you ask: 047

"Where would you expect to find a pizzeria while 048

shopping?", then we know that a "pizzeria" can 049

make "pizza", and "pizza" is a food. Therefore, 050

inferring that you can "find a pizzeria" in a "food 051

court" is easy. This simple reasoning ability may 052

seem easy to human beings but is beyond the cur- 053

rent capacity of natural language understanding 054

systems. 055

Commonsense is the common daily consensus 056

of most people on the same thing, which is the 057

basis of daily human communication and coopera- 058

tion. Commonsense can be categorized according 059

to types, including social, temporal, physical com- 060

monsense, and so on. Several CQA datasets have 061

recently been built on the basis of different types of 062

commonsense. For example, SocialQA(Sap et al., 063

2019), MCTA-CO(Zhou et al., 2019), PIQA(Bisk 064

et al., 2020), and CommonsenseQA(Talmor et al., 065

2019) are respectively proposed for social common- 066

sense, temporal commonsense, physical common- 067

sense, and general commonsense. 068

PTLMs also capture general knowledge about 069

the world. PGFull(Wang et al., 2020) proposed a 070

knowledge path generator to generate structured 071

evidence according to the question dynamically. 072

The generator takes PTLMs as the backbone using 073

a large amount of unstructured knowledge stored in 074

the language model to supplement the incomplete- 075

ness of the structured knowledge base. However, 076

the knowledge representation in PTLMs remains 077

unclear, and even the knowledge of PTLMs for a 078

particular question may be noise, affecting the re- 079

sponse of the machine. Abundant commonsense 080

knowledge is stored in knowledge bases (KBs), and 081

machine can use these KBs to make sound judg- 082

ments. At the same time, the KBs can also provide 083

displayed and explanatory evidence. Therefore, 084
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most CQA methods introduce KBs when solving085

CQA tasks to improve the commonsense reasoning086

capability of machines. KagNet(Lin et al., 2019)087

retrieved the relationship path between the question088

and choice entities from ConceptNet(Speer et al.,089

2017) and modeled the relationship between the090

entity nodes through Graph Attention Networks091

(GAT)(Veličković et al., 2018) and LSTM. MH-092

GRN(Feng et al., 2020) unified the reasoning meth-093

ods based on path and Graph neural Networks to094

achieve improved interpretability and scalability.095

QAGNN(Yasunaga et al., 2021) used PTLMs to096

compute the relevance of KB nodes conditioned097

on the given CQA context, then joint reasoning098

over the CQA context and KB. Lv et al. (2020) ex-099

tracted evidences from ConceptNet and Wikipedia,100

constructed graphs for both sources according to101

the relationship between evidences, and proposed102

a graph-based reasoning method to predict the an-103

swer.

Where south of the U.S. can you find a steak house serving 

Dos Equis cerveza?

A.japan                  B. restaurant           C. mexico 

D.united states       E. texas

steak house

japan

mexico

restaurant

united states

texas

eat

Figure 1: An example from the CommonsenseQA
dataset,which requires ConceptNet to make the correct
prediction.

104

Most CQA methods currently attempt to inte-105

grate the KBs into the MRC model to improve its106

reasoning capability. Generally, the KBs (i.e. Con-107

ceptNet) store knowledge in the form of triples and108

lack description of entity paraphrase. An example109

is shown in Figure 1, in which the relationships110

between the question and choice entities can be ob-111

tained through ConceptNet. But based on these re-112

lationships alone, it is difficult for the MRC model113

to get the correct answer. For humans, we can114

know that "steak house" means "a restaurant that115

specializes in serving steak," and "mexico" means116

"a country in southern North America." Combined117

with these common senses, the answer C can be118

easily obtained. However, the MRC model lacks an119

understanding of the interpretation of these entities, 120

making it difficult to get the correct answer. 121

The dictionary stores the paraphrases of words 122

and phrases, which are helpful for MRC model 123

answering. Therefore, we propose the context- 124

paraphrase enhanced commonsense question an- 125

swering (CPE) method. First, the question and 126

choice entities are identified, and the paraphrases 127

of these entities in the dictionary are retrieved. At 128

the same time, the question related triple-texts in 129

ConceptNet are also obtained on the basis of ques- 130

tion and choice entities. And based on this, we 131

build a heterogeneous graph with different types 132

of nodes and edges, which is named as Heteroge- 133

neous Triple-Paraphrase(HTP) graph. Next, we 134

propose a HTP-based evidence extraction method. 135

We extract the most relevant triple-text to the ques- 136

tion on the HTP graph through GAT, and take it as 137

the context of commonsense question. Finally, the 138

paraphrase association graph is established in ac- 139

cordance with the relationship between the context 140

entity and its corresponding paraphrase, and the as- 141

sociation graph is incorporated into the answering 142

process of the MRC model. 143

The main contributions of this paper are as fol- 144

lows: 145

(1) We incorporate the paraphrase of the entity 146

into the construction process of the HTP graph and 147

propose a HTP-based evidence extraction method. 148

(2) We construct a paraphrase association graph, 149

and integrate it into the MRC model, to weaken 150

the influence of the entity paraphrase on the non- 151

associated entity. 152

(3) We also evaluate our method on Common- 153

senseQA and OpenBookQA, and prove the effec- 154

tiveness of the proposed method through a series 155

of ablation experiments. 156

2 Methods 157

2.1 Problem formulation 158

For a CommonsenseQA(Talmor et al., 2019) task, 159

given a question and choicesA = {a1, a2, . . . , ap}, 160

the MRC model needs to choose the correct answer 161

from A without background material. Therefore, 162

the external KBs can provide some useful informa- 163

tion for commonsense question. We use Concept- 164

Net(Speer et al., 2017), WordNet(Miller, 1995), 165

and Wiktionary1 as external KBs. 166

We propose a HTP-based evidence extraction 167

method to retrieve the most relevant triple-text from 168

1https://www.wiktionary.org/
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Question: Where south of the U.S. can you find a steak house serving Dos Equis cerveza?

Choice:mexico

Triple text: you are likely to find steak house in mexico.

Choice para: mexico, a republic in southern North America.

Ques para: steak house, a restaurant that specializes in good cuts 

of meat, particularly steak.

BERT 

Model

Query

Triples

Paraphrase

Mean

 pooling
Triple: steak house, atlocation, mexico

MRC 

Model

…

steak house

…

where

…

[SEP]

mexico

[SEP]

steak house

…

mexico

…

[CLS]

Triple text

Question

Choice

Ques para

Choice para

Query: Mexico south of the US can you find a steak house serving Dos Equis cerveza.

Figure 2: HTP-based evidence extraction, the circle represents the entity node, and the same color represents that
these entities appear in the same triple-text; the triangle represents the paraphrase node, and the diamond represents
the triple-text node.

Table 1: Example of a template conversion from triple to triple-text.

Triple Template Triple-text
revolving door-AtLocation You are likely to find [A] You are likely to find revolving door
-bank in [B]. in bank.
playing guitar-Causes Sometimes [A] causes [B]. Sometimes playing guitar causes hear
-hear sounds sounds.
communicating-HasSubevent Something you might do Something you might do while communicat-
-learning while [A] is [B]. ing is learning.

ConceptNet based on the question entity, choice en-169

tity, and entity paraphrase. The triple-text is taken170

as the context for commonsense question. Simul-171

taneously, we construct a paraphrase association172

graph in accordance with the relationship between173

the context entity and its paraphrase, and incorpo-174

rate it into the MRC model, weakening the effect of175

the entity paraphrase on the non-associated entity.176

Next, each module is comprehensively described.177

2.2 HTP-based evidence extraction178

ConceptNet is a large-scale knowledge base179

of commonsense comprising relationship-based180

knowledge in the form of triples, with millions181

of nodes and relationships. Following a previous182

study Lin et al. (2019). As shown in Figure 2, the183

question and choice entities are first identified, and184

the question related triples in ConceptNet are then185

retrieved on the basis of the question and choice186

entities 2. Instead of picking all triples, the top x187

triples with the highest triple weights are selected188

in this paper. As shown in Table 1, a relationship189

transformation template is designed on the basis190

of the relationship definition in ConceptNet which191

2In CommonsenseQA, the question and option entities pro-
vided by the dataset and the named entities recognized by the
spacy are used, and we extract one-hop triples in ConceptNet;
in OpenBookQA, the nouns, verbs, and named entities iden-
tified by the spacy are extracted as entities, and we extract
triples within two-hops in ConceptNet.

can convert triples to triple-texts to describe triples 192

effectively. 193

Understanding the meaning of context based 194

solely on the relationship between entities in con- 195

text is difficult for the model. Therefore, the rele- 196

vant paraphrases of these entities in WordNet and 197

Wiktionary are retrieved: if the entity is a single 198

word, then the first paraphrase in WordNet is se- 199

lected as the relevant description of the entity; if 200

the entity is a phrase, then the first paraphrase in 201

Wiktionary is selected as the relevant description 202

of the entity, and if the phrase is not in Wiktionary, 203

we further search WordNet for word paraphrase of 204

nouns and verbs in that phrase. Then, we further 205

construct a HTP graph based on question, choice, 206

triple-texts and paraphrases. Inspired by the work 207

of DFGN(Qiu et al., 2019), we extract the triple- 208

text most relevant to the question based on HTP 209

graph. The triple-text is taken as the context for the 210

question. 211

The construction of HTP graph and the extrac- 212

tions of the triple-text are further described below. 213

Constructing HTP Graph: The interrogative 214

in the question is replaced with a choice and used 215

as a query. The HTP graph is incorporated by the 216

relationship among query, triple-texts, and para- 217

phrases, which include query entity node, triple 218

entity node, paraphrase node and triple-text node. 219
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The following rules are used in the construction of220

the graph:221

(1) a triple entity node and a query entity node222

are connected, if they are the same;223

(2) the two entity nodes are connected, if they224

come from the same triple-text;225

(3) the two entity nodes are connected, if they226

are the same and come from different triple-texts;227

(4) an entity node and a paraphrase node are228

connected, if the paraphrase node is a definition of229

this entity;230

(5) a triple node and an entity node are con-231

nected, if the entity appears in the triple-text at232

least one time.233

Encoding Entity: Given a graph structure, the234

next step is to obtain an initial representation of235

each node in the graph, with a pretrained BERT as236

the node encoder. First, the query, triple-texts and237

entity paraphrases are fed into the BERT model238

as an input, and the representation of each token239

in the input C = {c1, c2, ..., cl} ∈ Rl×d is ob-240

tained, where l is the length of input, and d is the241

size of BERT hidden states. For each node in the242

graph, e = {ci, ci+1, . . . , ck} is a certain segment243

of the input, and the node representation is obtained244

through the average pooling method.245

v = AvergePooling(e) (1)246

Graph reasoning: After obtaining the initial247

representation of each node in the graph, we ap-248

ply GAT to inference on the graph. Specifically,249

reasoning starts with an entity in query, and other250

entities that are connected to that entity in the graph251

are emphasized. The character representation of252

the entity is updated by calculating the attention253

score between them. Assuming that the neighbor-254

ing node is Ni for any node i, the attention weight255

of i is then calculated as:256

eij = aT[Wvi||Wvj ], j ∈ Ni (2)257
258

αi,j =
exp (LeakyReLu (eij))∑

k∈Nn
exp (LeakyReLu (eik))

(3)259

where W ∈ RF ′×F , a ∈ R2 F , αij is the at-260

tention weight of the node i to its neighbor enti-261

ties.Finally, the final character representation of the262

node i is obtained in accordance with αij .263

v′i =
∑
j∈Ni

αijWvj (4)264

Through reasoning on the HTP graph, we can 265

better get the embedding T = {T1, T2, . . . , Ty} 266

of triple-texts, and the correlation score s of each 267

triple-text regarding query is obtained through a 268

linear layer. Finally, the highest scoring triple-text 269

serves as the context for the question. 270

s = linear(T ) (5) 271

2.3 MRC-based Answer Prediction 272

Given a question, the triple and entity paraphrase 273

related to the question in ConceptNet, WordNet and 274

Wiktionary are retrieved, and the triple is converted 275

to triple-text based on the defined relationship tem- 276

plate, and then the triple-text is then used as the con- 277

text for commonsense question. Context, question, 278

choice, question entity paraphrase and choice entity 279

paraphrase are inputted into a pretrained RoBERTa 280

as shown in Figure 3. Simultaneously, the para- 281

phrase association graph G is further established 282

in accordance with the relationship between en- 283

tity paraphrases to weaken the influence of entity 284

paraphrase on non-associated entities. Gi,j = 1 285

indicates the presence of edges between the two 286

tokens, while Gi,j = 0 indicates the absence of 287

edges between the two tokens. Specifically, similar 288

to the previous MRC model based on fine-tuned 289

PTLMs, context, question, and choice are visible 290

to each other, and edges are found between their 291

tokens. The question entity paraphrase and the 292

choice entity paraphrase should only be related to 293

themselves and the associated entities. Therefore, 294

the paraphrases are only used to establish edges 295

between themselves and the tokens in associated 296

entities regardless of other tokens. 297

G is incorporated into the RoBERTa model, pre- 298

venting changing the meaning of the other non- 299

associated entities or even entire sentences due to 300

entity paraphrases. 301

In the RoBERTa model, G is further defined as: 302

gi,j =

{
−104 Gi,j = 1
0 Gi,j = 0

(6) 303

We integrate g into the self-attention layer of 304

RoBERTa. 305

si,j =
QtK

T
t√
d

(7) 306

307
aij = softmax(sij + gij) (8) 308

309
ht+1 = aijVt (9) 310

The ht is the hidden state of RoBERTa at t mo- 311

ment. Qt,Kt and Vt are obtained by linear transfor- 312

mation of ht through three different fully connected 313
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[SEP]
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[SEP]
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[SEP]
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[SEP]
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Figure 3: CPE model, wherein the input is triple-text, question, choice, question entity paraphrase, and choice entity
paraphrase.

layers. aij is the attention weight after integrating314

G.315

We use the embedding u of [CLS] as a contex-316

tualized representation of the entire input, and a317

linear classifier is then used to predict the score of318

the current choice score(q, u).319

score(q, u) = Linear(u) (10)320

Finally, the highest-scored choice is chosen as321

the answer.322

3 Experiment323

3.1 Datasets324

We evaluate our method on two Commonsense325

Question Answering datasets:326

CommonsenseQA(Talmor et al., 2019), a327

commonsense question answering dataset with328

multiple-choice questions, requires different types329

of commonsense knowledge to predict the cor-330

rect answer. Each question contains one cor-331

rect choice and four interference choices. Com-332

monsenseQA contains a total of 12,102 questions333

(train/development/test:9741/1221/1140). The an-334

swers to the test set were not officially published.335

Thus, the work conducted by Lin et al. (2019).336

is used as a reference, and the train and develop-337

ment sets are divided into in-house dataset (IHdata),338

where the train set is divided into IHtrain/IHtest:339

8500/1241, and the development set is divided into340

IHdev:1221.341

OpenBookQA(Mihaylov et al., 2018) is a ques-342

tion answering dataset based on an open book exam343

that evaluates human understanding of a topic, and344

each question must be answered in combination345

with scientific facts or commonsense knowledge.346

OpenBookQA contains 5957 multiple-choice ques- 347

tions (train/development/test:4957/500/500). Each 348

question contains one correct choice and four inter- 349

ference choices. 350

The statistics for the datasets are shown in Table 351

2. 352

Table 2: Statistics of CommonsenseQA (CSQA) and
OpenBookQA (OBQA).

Datasets Train Development Test
CSQA(Official) 9741 1221 1140
CSQA(IHdata) 8500 1221 1241

OBQA 4957 500 500

3.2 Baselines 353

We use RoBERTa-large(Liu et al., 2019) to fine- 354

tune our model on CommonsenseQA and Open- 355

BookQA, and compare with existing RoBERTa- 356

large+KBs methods, including relation network 357

(RN)(Santoro et al., 2017), RGCN(Schlichtkrull 358

et al., 2018), GconAttn(Wang et al., 2019), Kag- 359

Net(Lin et al., 2019), MHGRN(Feng et al., 2020), 360

and QAGNN(Yasunaga et al., 2021). 361

For CommonsenseQA, the model is also fine- 362

tuned on the basis of ALBERT-xxlarge(Lan et al., 363

2020), and the approach is presented on the leader- 364

board. Table 4 compares some of the most ad- 365

vanced models (single models) in the leaderboard, 366

including the following: 367

(1) RoBERTa + IR: First, the RoBERTa model 368

is finetuned on the TRACE dataset, and the context 369

information related to the problem is then retrieved 370

through a search engine. 371

(2) XLNet + Graph Reasoning(Lv et al., 2020): 372

Evidences from the two heterogeneous knowledge 373

bases of ConceptNet and Wikipedia is extracted, 374
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and a GNN-based commonsense question answer-375

ing method is proposed.376

(3) ALBERT + Path Generator(Wang et al.,377

2020): The structured knowledge base is supple-378

mented with unstructured knowledge stored in the379

pre-trained language model.380

(4) RoBERTa + QAGNN(Yasunaga et al.,381

2021): The PTLMs is used to compute the rele-382

vance of KB nodes conditioned on the given CQA383

context, then joint reasoning over the CQA context384

and KB.385

(5) RoBERTa + MHGRN(Feng et al., 2020): A386

multihop graph relationship network, which com-387

bines the path-based reasoning method with GNN,388

is proposed.389

(6) ALBERT + KCR3: A triple weight calcu-390

lation method is designed using ConceptNet as an391

external knowledge base, and the highest weight392

triple is chosen as the context of commonsense393

questions.394

(7) ALBERT + DESCKCR(Xu et al., 2021):395

The entity description in Wiktionary is used to396

provide contextual information for the knowledge397

graph.398

(8) The language models RoBERTa(Liu et al.,399

2019), ALBERT(Lan et al., 2020), and T5(Raffel400

et al., 2020) are utilized to fine-tune the train set.401

3.3 Experimental Setting402

We use the Huggingface(Wolf et al., 2020) imple-403

mentation for the PTLMs. In the experiment, we404

set the learning rate to 1e-5, batch size to {4,8},405

epoch to 10, and limit the maximum input length to406

175. We use Adam(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019)407

as the model optimizer.408

3.4 Experimental Results409

CommonsenseQA:Table 3 shows the results of410

experiments on IHdata. Our model performs bet-411

ter than baselines. Compared with QAGNN, Our412

model increased by 2.38% and 1.6% in IHdev and413

IHtest sets, respectively.414

Table 4 shows the accuracy on the official devel-415

opment and test sets of CommonsenseQA. Com-416

pared with the baseline models, our proposed CPE417

achieves the best experimental results on the offi-418

cial development set.419

OpenBookQA:Additional experiments on the420

OpenBookQA data are conducted to further demon-421

strate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Ta-422

3https://github.com/jessionlin/csqa/

Table 3: Performance comparison on Commonsense
QA in-house split.

Methods IHdev IHtest
RoBERTa-large(w/o KB) 73.07(±0.45) 68.69(±0.56)
+RGCN 72.69(±0.19) 68.41(±0.66)
+GconAttn 72.61(±0.39) 68.59(±0.96)
+KagNet 73.47(±0.22) 69.01(±0.76)
+RN 74.57(±0.91) 69.08(±0.21)
+MHGRN 74.45(±0.10) 71.11(±0.81)
+QA-GNN 76.54(±0.21) 73.41(±0.92)
+CPE(ours) 78.92(±0.17) 75.01(±0.32)

Table 4: Performance comparison on Commonsense
QA official split

Methods Development Test
RoBERTa 78.4 72.1
RoBERTa-IR 78.9 72.1
XLNet+Graph Reasoning 79.3 75.3
ALBERT+Path Generator 78.42 75.6
PEAR 78.42 76.1
RoBERTa+QAGNN - 76.1
RoBERTa+MHGRN - 76.5
ALBERT 80.5 73.5
T5 - 78.1
UnifiedQA - 79.1
ALBERT+KCR - 79.5
ALBERT+DEKCOR 84.7 80.7
ALBERT+CPE(ours) 84.93 80.13

ble 5 shows that the CPE increased 6.2% higher 423

than the RoBERTa model and QAGNN increased 424

0.42%. 425

Table 5: Accuracy on the test set of OpenBookQA

Methods Test
RoBERTa-large(w/o KB) 64.80(±2.37)
+RGCN 62.45(±1.57)
+GconAttn 64.75(±1.48)
+RN 65.20(±1.18)
+MHGRN 66.85(±1.19)
+QAGNN 70.58(±1.42)
+CPE 71.00(±0.91)

3.5 Ablation Experiments 426

To further evaluate our method, we perform abla- 427

tion studies on CommonsenseQA’s official develop- 428

ment set. The paraphrase association graph, entity 429

paraphrases, and context are removed to further 430

evaluate the contributions of the various modules 431

of the CPE model. 432
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Table 6: Ablation results on the development set of
CommonsenseQA

Methods Development
CPE 84.93
-PAG 81.65
-PA 83.98
-Triple-text 80.75
-KBs 79.52

(1)-PAG: The paraphrase association graph is433

removed;434

(2)-PA: The WordNet and Wiktionary are re-435

moved, and only ConceptNet is used;436

(3)-Triple-text: The ConceptNet removed, and437

only WordNet and Wiktionary are used;438

(4)-KBs: All KBs are removed, and only fine-439

tune on ALBERT.440

The experimental results of Table 6 show that441

the accuracy dropped by 3.28% after the removal442

the paraphrase association graph, indicating that443

the entity paraphrase will have some effect on the444

non-associated entity and proving the validity of445

the paraphrase association graph. Removing the446

WordNet and Wiktionary, only the triple-text ex-447

tracted from ConceptNet is used, and the accu-448

racy decreased by 0.95%, proving that entity para-449

phrase helps the model to understand triple-text450

effectively; The accuracy dropped by 5.41% af-451

ter removing all external knowledge, proving that452

the external knowledge bases provides some useful453

clues to commonsense question to help the MRC454

model improve the accuracy of answers.455

As shown in table 7, we further analyze the ex-456

perimental results of different models with two457

examples. For the first example, without introduc-458

ing any external knowledge base, the model (-KBs)459

gets the wrong answer "easter"; introducing Con-460

ceptNet, only choice E "give gift" extracts most rel-461

evant triple-text on the ConceptNet, and the model462

(-PA) also gets the wrong answer "give gift"; intro-463

ducing WordNet and Wiktionary, although both the464

paraphrase of "chrismas" and choice A "halloween"465

mention a specific time, the two models (-PAG and466

-Triple-text) don’t get the correct answer due to the467

lack of the paraphrase association graph; Finally,468

we further incorporate the paraphrase association469

graph into the model. The Association graph masks470

the relationship between context-paraphrase and471

non-associated entities, preventing changing the472

meaning of the other non-associated entities. As473

Table 7: Example analysis, each example gives triple-
text and context-paraphrase extracted from KBs

Question:
If it is Chrismas time what came most recently before?
Choices:
A.halloween B.summer C.easter
D.kwanza E.give gift
Triple-Text:
E:christmas would make you want to give gift.
Paraphrase:
chrismas: period extending from Dec. 24 to Jan. 6.
halloween: The eve of all Hallows’ Day; October 31st. ...
summer: the warmest season of the year.
easter: a Christian celebration of the Resurrection of Christ. ...
gift: something acquired without compensation.
Prediction:
CPE: halloween -PAG: easter -PA: give gift
-Triple-text: easter -KBs: easter

Question:
What type of non-vegetarian soup is one likely to find
a potato?
Choices:
A.beef stew B.own kitchen C.clam chowder
D.kitchen cabinet E.pantry
Triple-text:
A: you are likely to find potato in beef stew.
B: you are likely to find potato in own kitchen.
C: you are likely to find potato in clam chowder.
D: you are likely to find potato in kitchen cabinet.
E: you are likely to find potato in pantry.
Paraphrase:
potato: an edible tuber native to South America. ...
beef: cattle that are reared for their meat.
stew: food prepared by stewing especially meat or fish
with vegetables.
kitchen: a room equipped for preparing meals.
clam chowder: A type of chowder made from clams and
usually potatoes.
kitchen cabinet: Built-in cabinet found in a kitchen.
pantry: a small storeroom for storing foods or wines.
Prediction:
CPE: clam chowder -PAG: beef stew -PA: beef stew
-Triple-text: beef stew -KBs: beef stew

a result, the model (CPE) gets the correct answer 474

"halloween". 475

In the second example, the question mentions 476

"potato". The paraphrase of "clam chowder" also 477

shows that it is type of chowder made from clams 478

and usually potatoes. However, when the interpre- 479

tation of the association graph is not considered, 480

the model pays more attention to the relationship 481

between "non-vegetarian" and "beef", resulting in 482

all models except model (CPE) choosing the wrong 483

answer "beef stew". 484

4 Conclusions 485

In this paper, we propose a context-paraphrase en- 486

hanced commonsense question answering method 487

for the CQA task. First, we extract triples and entity 488

7



paraphrases in KBs based on question and choice489

entities, the triples is converted to triple-texts based490

on a relational template. Then, we construct a491

HTP graph based on the relationships between the492

triple-texts, entities, and the entity paraphrases, and493

retrieve the most relevant triple-text based on the494

HTP graph. Next, we construct a paraphrase asso-495

ciation graph and incorporate it into the answering496

process of the MRC model. Finally, we verify our497

method on CommonsenseQA and OpenBookQA,498

and further prove through ablation experiments that499

entity paraphrase is effective for improving CQA500

tasks. However, an entity generally has more than501

one paraphrase contained in WordNet, Wiktionary,502

and other knowledge bases, and the paraphrase of503

non-conforming scenarios will affect the judgment504

of the MRC model. Therefore, the next focus is505

filtering out the entity paraphrase that meets the506

current question scenario from many paraphrases.507
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